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Discontinued and New Product Notice 
 
 

Date of Issue: Oct 27, 2009  
 
 
Dear Customers, 
 
This is an announcement from SiMS Corp. for a product we will discontinue of the following: 
 
 
Brand: JamMate 
Product: UFO 
Product Description: USB Powered Condenser Microphone 
 
SIMS Corp. has been providing the JamMate UFO products mainly for POD Casting and vocal 
recording system with state-of-the-art latency driver technology for years. We decided to upgrade 
its features and specifications that cater to professional users. 
 
The previous UFO has been supplied under the JamMate brand but the newer UFO product will be 
released under Infrasonic. Infrasonic UFO products are categorized as the following. 
 

 
Product Infrasonic UFO 

 
Description 

All the features are the same as its predecessor JamMate UFO 
but feature a thicker metal body to protect electrical noise 
and better ground shielding. This product now comes in a 
special metallic finish unlike the previous painted body from 
JamMate. 

MSRP USD 139.99 

Order Code EAN: 8809201542911  UPC:884007002911 

 
 
 

 
Product Infrasonic UFO 

 
Description 

 
All the features are the same as the Infrasonic UFO but we’ve 
added a low cut filter (at 75Hz) and Pad (0 dB ~ -10 dB) switch 
on the body surface. 
 

MSRP USD 159.99 

Order Code EAN: 8809201542812  UPC: 884007002812 
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Both Infrasonic UFO and UFO# packaging has been changed to a multi-language (English, German, 
Spanish, Swedish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese and Korean) package and manual. 
 
 
 

 
 
Although JamMate UFO has been discontinued, the spare part-keep supply and warranty is still valid. 
Please note that JamMate will no longer supply the UFO model. Only Infrasonic will provide this 
product from now on. Please place your sales force onto Infrasonic UFO. 
 
We humbly apologize for any inconveniences caused by the discontinuation but we sincerely 
appreciate your understanding and cooperation on this issue.  
 
If you have further questions about Infrasonic UFO/UFO#, please contact to us. 
Thank you. 
 
 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Seung K. Oak 
Sales Manger 
 
SIMS Corp. 
Digital Audio Division 
Overseas sales and Marketing 


